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The authors present a series of complementary test methods which were developed and
used to investigate reactions between high aluminium steel and silica rich inclusions. Non-
metallic inclusions (NMIs) causemany defects in the final steel product, therefore the ability to
track their size, morphology and composition and correlate this with fundamental reaction
kinetics provides important knowledge to support the production of clean quality steel
products. Novel steel grades such as TRIP, TWIP and low-density steels have high
aluminium contents; aluminium is a readily oxidisable species presenting the potential for
instability and excessive reaction with commonly used mould powders that contain silica. A
novel combination of techniques including HT-CLSM (High-Temperature Confocal Laser
Scanning Microscope), XCT (X-ray computed tomography) and SEM/EDS (scanning
electron microscopy/electron dispersive spectroscopy) have been used to study the
interaction of entrained mould powder inclusions with steel at high temperatures
simulating industrial conditions. This report presents a discussion on the development of
techniques and samples to achieve representative and repeatable results that can provide
information on the complex chemical and physical interaction phenomena with confidence.
Each experimental technique had its own learning points and consequent results. Outcomes
presented include possible confirmation of the chemical reaction rate controlling step being
aluminium mass transfer; heterogeneous local environmental conditions including fluidity
and chemical composition; and occurrence of spontaneous emulsification where the mould
powder inclusion breaks apart into a cloud of smaller fragments.
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INTRODUCTION

Non-metallic inclusions cause various defects in steel such as slag spots and line defects (Zhang et al., 2002).
The reactions between inclusions and the liquid steel in the continuous casting mould directly affect
inclusion behaviour. Removing inclusions from liquid steel in the continuous casting process is critical to
reduce steel defects and product high quality steels as well as preventing unwanted reactions between the
steel and the mould slags that could change important properties of the mould powder such as viscosity.

Inclusions can be characterised by evaluating their size, distribution, morphology and chemical
composition (Zhang and Thomas, 2003). There are a variety of methods that can be used to detect
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inclusions in the solid steel as well as in the liquid steel (Zhang
et al., 2002). Conventional methods such as optical microscopy,
ultrasound testing, laser induced spectrometry, XCT (x-ray
computed tomography) and automated scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) are often used to detect inclusions (Zhang
et al., 2002). SEM with energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectrometry can give chemical analysis and metallographic
images (Pretorius et al., 2015). More modern equipment in the
form of an automated system allows the entire sample to be
scanned giving more statistical information of types and sizes of
inclusions over large areas. Indirect methods are also widely
adopted in industry to determine the number of inclusions
and consist of determining the chemical composition of the
slag as well as the conditions of the refractory and
composition of the liquid steel giving information of how
much of the alloying elements have reacted with the slag. The
total oxygen content of the steel samples can be directly related to
the presence of inclusions (Ren et al., 2014). The equipment used
for this method can also measure the dissolved nitrogen in the
sample, which can then be used to analyse the nitrogen pick up
(Zhangfeng, 2006) and hence air absorption by the liquid steel
bath, which is directly related to reoxidation.

Several methods can directly measure inclusions in the three-
dimensional steel matrix. Using ultrasound or X-rays can scan
through the sample or other techniques can be used to separate
the inclusion from the steel (Lopez et al., 2014). Conventional
ultrasonic scanning uses a transducer to emit sound pressure
waves that are transferred into the sample with the help of a
coupling gel (Bastien, 1977; Eckel et al., 1998). An oscilloscope is
used to compare the signals emitted to then indicate the quality of
the sample. This non-destructive test method can be used to
detect inclusions larger than 20 μm in solidified steel samples
(Zhang and Thomas, 2003). X-rays can also be used as a non-
destructive test method that uses the variation of X-rays
attenuated through the solid steel to image inclusions as they
have a different density (Wells, 2007). Destructive methods such
as chemical dissolution use acids to dissolve the steel and extract
the inclusions (Zhang and Thomas, 2003). Further
characterisation can be done using SEM/EDS to study the
morphology and composition, revealing the three-dimensional
nature of inclusions. The disadvantage of this technique is that
the acid used will also dissolve any FeO, MnO, CaO, and MgO in
the inclusion so it can only be used to detect and analyse Al2O3

and SiO2. Electrolysis can be used for relatively large samples of
steel of up to 2 kg by immersion in a solution of iron chloride or
iron sulphate to reveal individual and intact inclusions, however
this can break up inclusion clusters into smaller particles (Zhang
et al., 2017).

The detection methods used to study the surface of the
inclusions or the steel surface often involves some destruction
of the sample, therefore, the reactions and interactions of
inclusions with liquid steel have not been able to study the
interactions of an inclusion wholly enclosed in the liquid steel
and its 3D nature. Therefore, a combination of techniques need to
be used to study the kinetics of inclusion - steel reactions as well as
producing new information on the 3D interface of the two phases
during the reaction.

The systems under investigation in this report are low and
high aluminium steels (aluminium contents of 0.04 wt. % and
1 wt. %, respectively), combined with a commercially available
mould slag designed for the casting of low carbon high strength
steels. The predominant agent of interest within the mould
powder is SiO2 as the major chemical potential for the
reaction held between aluminium and silicon dioxide is
expected to drive any significant change in the mould powder
inclusion. Under experimental conditions, the reaction is
expected to follow the reaction given in Eq. 1 where
aluminium is in the metal and silicon dioxide is in the slag.
The Gibbs Free Energy calculation shows that the reaction will
occur favourably as the value is negative at 1873 K as shown in
Eq. 2.

4[A1] + 3(SiO2)(1)→ 2(Al2O3)(1) + 3[Si] (1)

where the species in the [] parenthesis are in the metal phase and
the species in the () parenthesis are in the slag/inclusion phase.

ΔG°
1 � −720680 + 133 T( J

mol
) � −471571 J

mol
when T

� 1873K12 (2)

By taking into account the key gaps in the literature, it is
clear that the methods that are currently being used to study
inclusions have not been able to directly investigate inclusions
within the steel matrix, without dissolving the steel (Zhang
et al., 2017). This research focuses on isolating a single
inclusion in a small sample, the environment around it is
also small, therefore the inclusion has the potential to affect the
steel sample chemistry, which is not representative of the
industrial situation where there is a large amount of liquid
around one inclusion. To try and replicate this is the challenge
investigated in the experimental techniques described in this
report. The experiments outlined involve four different phases:
slag, metal, container, and gas. At such high temperatures, all
reactants have to be taken into consideration including the
atmosphere and the container. Therefore, designing an
experimental technique to isolate the reactions of interest
(metal phase and slag phase) is a challenge, and the relative
advantages and disadvantages of the approaches presented
have been considered.

The main goal of this paper is to explore the development of a
method to study the interaction between steel and an inclusion
and also the floatation rates of the inclusions in the liquid steel,
which are influenced by the composition (density) and size of the
inclusions. These factors are affected by the exchange of material
across the inclusion-steel interface driven by the system’s starting
chemical potential.

EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND CORE
METHODOLOGY

All the experimental techniques use the same materials processed
in different ways and tested using a combination of the
experimental methods outlined in this section.
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Experimental Materials
The materials listed below were provided by Tata Steel Europe,
Ijmuiden for the purpose of this study.

Bulk Metal Alloys
Bulk metal alloys were produced at Tata Steel Europe, Ijmuiden,
with concentrations of 0.04 wt% and 1 wt% aluminium as shown
in Table 1. The 0.04 wt. % Al sample is a piece from slab material
from the production plant and the 1 wt% Al sample is from casts
made at Tata Steel Europe’s vacuum induction melting facilities
in 25 kg ingots. The steel had a melting temperature of 1773 K.

Iron Powder
A commercial iron powder was purchased, named as low carbon
carbonyl iron powder (CIP CC). The composition of the iron
powder as provided is shown in Table 2.

Bulk Slag/Mould Powder
A commercial mould powder was used with composition shown
in Table 3 with a melting temperature of 1513 K.

Decarburized Mould Powder to Form Spherical
Inclusions
Spherical artificial mould slag inclusions are required for the
experiments because mould slag can be entrapped in the liquid
steel during casting because there is high wettability between the
slag and steel. The mould powder has a lower melting
temperature than the steel therefore the liquid mould slag
particles become spherical in the liquid steel due to interfacial
tension minimisation.

To produce the artificial spherical inclusion particles, the
mould powder particles are decarburised at 600°C while the
slag is not liquid, then the particles are heated above their
melting temperature at 1,200°C in an argon atmosphere on a
non-wetting graphite plate where they ball up into spheres, these
are cooled and then sieved to obtain particles between 250 and
350 µm. Carbon that is in the original mould powder from

impurities such as graphite or soot are burnt away during the
600oC preheat and not dissolved in the slag.

Methodology
High-Temperature Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscope
The principles of operation for the HT-CLSM are described in
(Raviraj et al., 2021) and the equipment can be used for a
variety of experiments with direct observation of the sample.
In this work the HT-CLSM is used for two types of tests,
described in Experimental Techniques with the general
principles covered here (and described in more detail in
Samples of a maximum size of 1 cm diameter are placed
into an alumina crucible which is then loaded into the HT-
CLSM chamber. The preparation of the specific samples
relevant for the work on slag-steel interactions are
described in detail in a later section. The chamber is
vacuumed with a high purity argon gas (99.999%) three
times to ensure that no oxygen is present to give unwanted
oxidation. The sample is preheated to 473 K using a slow
heating rate to ensure the longevity of the halogen lamp.
The sample was then heated with varying heating regimes
(depending on the test method), held for a period of time and
then quenched at a rate of 1500 K per minute from 1893 to
973 K and then cooled further at a rate of 300 K per minute to
room temperature. The HT-CLSM can also be used to observe
the steel in-situ.

X-Ray Computed Tomography
A steel sample of size 6 mm diameter can be scanned using a Zeiss
Versa 520d X-Ray CT scanner using a 160 kV source, with an
exposure time of 13 s and a magnification of 0.4 x. The resultant
voxel size is 27 microns with 3,235 projections. The data were
analyzed using Avizo, a 3D visualization software that can
segment the sample phases based on gray scale and examine
features such as the size of the inclusion and any porosity. This
can be done quantitatively given the known voxel size (Assis et al.,
2015).

SEM/EDS
After scanning and Avizo analysis, the samples were mounted in
resin using EpoThin™ 2 Epoxy Resin and EpoThin™ 2 Hardener.
The samples were then sectioned (where the inclusion was
identified from the XCT scan) and polished using a Buehler
AutoMetTM 250 Pro Grinder-Polisher with a finishing diamond

TABLE 1 | Composition of iron alloys measured using Spark OES, all wt%.

Element Fe C Si Al O

Low Al Steel 99.7600 0.1974 0.0020 0.0400 0.0006
High Al Steel 98.800 0.1974 0.0020 1.0000 0.0006

TABLE 2 | Composition of the iron powder as provided by BASF measured using ICP, all wt. %.

Element Fe C Mn Si S P Ni Cu Cr

Wt% 99.9968 0.0004 0.0001 0.0001 0.001 0.0008 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002

TABLE 3 | Composition of mould slag powder was measured using ICP, all wt%.

Compound Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 SO3 K2O CaO MnO FeO F

3.5 1.1 7.4 42.2 0.3 0.1 41.6 0.2 0.5 3.3
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polish of 3 µm. The SEM used for microscopic investigations was
a Zeiss Supra 55VP and EDX was carried out on any inclusions
present and the surrounding matrix.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

To understand the behaviour of mould slag inclusions in liquid
steel a test method must be developed in order to allow for a
known starting condition (inclusion size, shape, chemistry, and
steel chemistry), measurement of conditions (heating rate,
temperature, times) and final analysis (inclusion size, shape,
chemistry and steel chemistry including local to the inclusion).
Material taken from full scale industrial production has inherent
limitations to the scientific understanding which can be extracted
because of the precise reaction times and temperatures being
unknown. The origin of inclusions and their starting properties
cannot be known to significant levels of confidence,
measurements of time, temperature, and other physical
conditions are difficult due to both equipment capabilities and
heterogeneity within a process.

Powder Press Samples
Aims and Objectives
In order to study an inclusion entrained inside a steel sample, a
powder press sample was developed which could then be melted
using the HT-CLSM, scanned in 3D using XCT, and analysed
using Avizo software for visualisation and quantification of the
inclusion. This test was designed to investigate the chemical
reaction between the slag and steel as well as any information
to calculate the floatation time of a known size inclusion. The
outcomes and learning from the powder press samples were used
to inform further experimental assessments for reactions of an
inclusion inside a steel matrix.

Sample Design
In order to make a sintered steel sample, Fe powder is mixed with
a binder and pressed into a layer. Several layers can be put on top
of each other to make one bar. Artificial inclusions can be put
between two layers or mixed into one of the layers. Individual
layers are sintered at 1400 K for 30 min in a furnace and then
pressed at 1 MPa using pellet press. Inclusions produced
according to the approach discussed in Decarburized Mould
Powder to Form Spherical Inclusions are added in between the
layers building up the sample until the required thickness is
achieved. The completed sample is pressed under a pressure of
20 MPa then placed on a zirconia sheet into a furnace heating at a
rate of 393–413 K per hour to a dwell of 2 h at 1373 K in a
hydrogen atmosphere. This is to ensure that the inclusion does
not melt as the temperature is lower than the melting temperature
of the inclusion. The size of the pellet is 5 mm diameter with a
6 mm height.

Equipment and Experimental Protocol
The equipment that is used for this experimental set up is the
Yonekura HT-CLSM, Zeiss Versa 520 X-Ray CT scanner and the
Zeiss Supra 55VP SEM.

The sample was heated in a HT-CLSM to 1673 K at a rate of
473 K per minute then slowly heated to 1823 K at a rate of 323 K
per minute and held for a time of 5–10 min then cooled at a rate
of 573 K per minute to 973 K for 2 min to avoid shock of the
halogen bulk and then cooled to room temperature. These times
were selected to ensure that the inclusion has enough time to react
with the steel.

Examples of Test Outputs
Figure 1 shows an XCT image of a powder press sample before
melting. The inclusion is not in the centre of the sample, although
this was the initial aim during the sample build and is not
spherical due to deformation during the pellet making. In the
XCT images, the light grey is the steel, the medium grey is the
inclusion and the dark grey/black is the porosity. As it can be
seen, the inclusion has some porosity around it. This could be due
to the inclusion being softer and more easily deformed during the
making of the pellet. The porosity in the steel matrix is also shown
in Figure 2.

FIGURE 1 | An X-CT image of a powder press sample before CLSM
melting: (A) top view of the sample showing the position of the inclusion, (B)
side view of the sample showing the position of the inclusion, (C) another side
view of the sample showing the position of the inclusion, (D) 3D volume
of the powder pressed pellet where the inclusion is the darker area, and light
grey is steel.

FIGURE 2 | Two samples shown before melting which shows the
positions and morphology of the inclusions within the steel matrix where the
light grey is steel, medium grey is the inclusion/slag phase and the dark grey/
black is porosity.
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Successes and Shortcomings of the Method
This test method was very time consuming as the sample needed
to be XCT scanned before melting to determine the inclusion
location andmorphology which allowed orientation of sample for
melting to be determined (inclusion in lower part of sample to
allow maximum length of flotation). This is important as the
inclusion does have a tendency to float. The sample also had to be
XCT scanned after melting to find the new location and
morphology of the inclusion. A high resolution XCT scan
takes 26 h. There was also a lot of small porosity in the metal
phase which, because the slag phase melted at a lower
temperature than the steel, this could allow the slag to
separate throughout the porosity network first preventing a
bulk inclusion/steel reaction study to be observed as seen in
Figure 3 which is XCT image after melting. Therefore, the
method of sample preparation affected the morphology of the
initial inclusion which might affect the reaction of the inclusion
with the steel, providing uncertainties and errors in the
experimental approach. Air pockets in, or attached to the
inclusion, could cause the inclusion to float quicker in a steel
sample.

Pellet Samples
Aims and Objectives
The aim of this test design was to investigate high temperature
reactions for an inclusion completely entrained within a steel
matrix, adapting the approach based on the findings from the
powder press samples. The new sample design consisted of a
machined cylinder from a solid cast steel sample with an
inclusion placed into the middle using a drilled hole.

Sample Design
The pellet samples are machined by electrical discharge
machining (EDM). A mould slag particle is placed into the

drilled hole and then the hole is filled with iron powder. A
steel stopper was used to press the hole close. These samples were
made in two sizes: 3 mm diameter, 4 mm height and 5 mm
diameter, 6 mm height. A XCT 3D image is shown below in
Figure 4.

Equipment and Experimental Protocol
Combining the use of HT-CLSM and XCT allows for a fully
immersed inclusion in liquid steel to be located in the quenched
sample. Two different heating regimes were used to test the pellet
samples to study the liquid-liquid interactions where both the
steel and the inclusion are liquid.

Slow Heating Regime
The slow heating regime was designed to minimise the risk of the
inclusion floating. The sample was heated to 1673 K at a rate of
473 K per minute then slowly heated to 1823 K at a rate of 323 K
per minute and held for a time of 5–10 min then cooled at a rate
of 573 K per minute to room temperature. At this temperature,
the inclusion would be liquid and the steel would be in a mushy
zone which could prevent the inclusion from floating.

Fast Heating Regime
The fast heating regime was designed to allow for the sample to be
fully molten (steel and inclusion) but only for short times to
reduce risk of the inclusion floating out of the sample. The sample
was quickly heated to 1873 K at a heating rate of 500 K per minute
and held for a period of time from 0 to 20 s. The sample was then
quickly quenched at a rate of 1500 K per minute from 1893 to

FIGURE 3 | XCT ortho slice of a pre-melted powder press sample
showing the inclusion in dark grey, steel matrix in light grey and darker spots of
porosity within the steel matrix and inclusion.

FIGURE 4 |CT scans of samples. (A)Whole pellet, stopper can be seen.
(B) Removing the steel matrix, the stopper with the inclusion and iron powder.
(C) Inclusion and iron powder with the inclusion being the round part. (D)
Ortho slice of sample.
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973 K and then cooled further at a rate of 300 K per minute to
room temperature.

Examples of Test Outputs
With the slow heating regime, the steel did not melt completely as
the lines of the stopper can be seen in Figure 5. The slow heating
regime is more difficult to obtain a kinetic study as it does not give
a time resolution as the time when the steel melted is unknown.
The red particles are the inclusion, and the blue is the porosity.
The inclusion did not change composition in these samples.

Based on the results from the slow heating regime, a fast-
heating regime has been developed where the samples were
superheated and quenched quickly. The XCT scans shown in
Figure 6 show the sample with the inclusion embedded in the
steel matrix. Full melting of the sample was confirmed by XCT as
the presence of a stopper was not seen.

Successes and Shortcomings of the Method
For the slow heating regime, it was difficult to ensure whether the
steel had melted completely or not. It did mean that the inclusion
did remain in the steel sample and the risk of it floating out was
minimised, however a time resolution for the reaction was
difficult to be determined. This is an advantage of the fast-
heating regime. As the sample was quickly heated to 1873 K a
time resolution could be calculated as it was visible when the steel
had melted by in-situ observation as well as XCT scans showing
no presence of a steel stopper showing the steel had completely

melted. A disadvantage of the fast-heating regime was that the
inclusion floats so the experiment could not be run for longer
than 20 s at peak temperature as the inclusion floats to the surface
and the reaction is compromised as the inclusion is no longer full
entrained in the steel. This experimental method had a very low
success rate of retention of inclusions in the sample, but if tests
were successful, the reaction kinetics could be calculated from
post-test analysis for the inclusion and steel compositions after
sectioning the sample. The inserted starting inclusion
composition had a silica content of 42.1 wt. % and an alumina
content of 7.4 wt. %. For testing using the steel containing 1 wt%
Al after 20 s, the silica content reduced to 2.8 wt. % and the
alumina content increased to 46.8 wt. %. The fast-heating regime
also allowed for the morphology of an inclusion to be investigated
during the reaction from the interrupted tests (shorter duration at
peak temperature then quenched). This test method provided
unique information on the inclusion-steel reaction behaviour,
where it was observed that the inclusion’s surface area increased
by a factor of 13 times its original size when the reaction occurred
due to spontaneous emulsification occurring. Further
information on this phenomena can be found in our
published work (Raviraj et al., 2021).

DIMPLE TESTS

Aims and Objectives
This aim of this test method development was to explore
reactions between an inclusion and steel at high temperature
under conditions when the steel and/or inclusion are molten and
the resulting compositional changes. An additional aim was to
minimise the time required for testing and unsuccessful tests (as
seen for the above experiments where XCT is required and
inclusion floatation occurred).

Sample Design
The steel provided by Tata Steel Europe was cut to 5 mm edge
length cubes using EDM and a pilot drill was used to indent the
sample to a depth of 0.5 mm with a diameter of 0.5 mm for the
placement of an inclusion on the surface as shown in Figure 7.

Equipment and Experimental Protocol
A combination of HT-CLSM and SEM/EDS techniques was used
for this experimental procedure. The sample was preheated to
473 K, using a slow heating rate (to ensure the longevity of the
halogen lamp) prior to being heated and quenched quickly with a
heating regime of 500 K per minute from 473K to 1473 K for the

FIGURE 5 | showing a sample melted with the slow heating regime.

FIGURE 6 | Two 3D XCT scans of a fast heated sample showing the
inclusion within the steel matrix.

FIGURE 7 | Schematic of dimple sample.
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first test (liquid inclusion (melting temperature 1400 K)–solid
steel), and 1873 K (liquid inclusion–liquid steel (melting
temperature of 1873 K)) for the second test. The tests were
held for a period of time ranging from 0–1800 s. The sample
was then quenched at a rate of 1500 K per minute from 1473 to
973 K and then cooled further at a rate of 300 K per minute to
room temperature. The steel was determined to be liquid when
the area surround the inclusion was molten through in-situ
observations via the HT-CLSM. This could not be done for
longer than 20 s as the interface between the steel and
inclusion would disappear due to the steel becoming
completely molten. Therefore, the steel was used to be in a
semi-solid state as the steel surrounding the inclusion was
molten whilst the rest of the steel was solid.

Examples of Test Outputs
Figures 8, 9 are two examples of the test outputs for reaction
between an inclusion and 1wt% Al steel using SEM for post
test examination with the corresponding composition
analysis of aluminium and silicon given in Table 4;
Table 5. As it can be seen, in Figure 8 the indent where
the inclusion has been placed still has the same shape
indicating that only the inclusion has melted at 1473 K as
expected. In Figure 9 at 1873 K the shape of the indent has
changed showing that the steel around the inclusion has
melted. The composition of the inclusion and the steel has
not changed after 60 s at 1473 K as shown in Table 4, however
the composition of the inclusion has changed after 5 s at
1873 K as shown in Table 5.

Figure 10 shows two images taken from the video from the
HT-CSLM. A ring appears around the inclusion at 1,200°C–700°C
when cooling the sample indicating there might be a phase
change in the steel from austenite to ferrite. This could be due
to an increase in oxygen around the area of the inclusion as there
could be an oxygen ingress from the gas atmosphere or due to the
reaction with the inclusion which could be further evidence of
reaction kinetics occurring when the sample is heating up. This
could compromise actual industrial scenarios where inclusions
get swept into the liquid steel.

Successes and Shortcomings of the
Method
The successes of this test method are that different reaction rates
can be investigated with different temperatures as at 1473 K there
is no change in the compositions of the steel whereas after 5 s
there is a significant change in the composition of the inclusion at
1873 K. Melting the steel around the inclusion is quite difficult as
there is a small window of 20 s before the steel melts completely.
Another advantage of this test method is that the inclusion
embedded into the steel surface can be carefully monitored to
see if it has melted or not as well as any interactions with the

FIGURE 8 | SEM image of the 60 s sample at 1473 K with the point
analysis showing the composition of Al and Si.

FIGURE 9 | SEM image of the 5 s sample at 1873 K with the point
analysis showing the composition of Al and Si.

TABLE 4 | Compositions of alumina and silica across the line scan.

Al wt. % Si wt. %

1 7.5 42.0
2 7.5 42.0
3 7.6 41.9
4 1.0 0.0
5 1.0 0.0

TABLE 5 | Compositions of alumina and silica across the line scan.

Al wt. % Si wt. %

1 24.3 25.2
2 24.4 25.1
3 1.0 0.0
4 1.0 0.0
5 1.0 0.0
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surrounding steel for example, the phase changes when the
temperature increases.

COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES

The various test methods have allowed detailed investigation into
the reaction between a high aluminium steel and an inclusion
with the chemical any physical changes and their implications
discussed elsewhere in the literature (Raviraj et al., 2021). Each
test method has its own advantages and disadvantages as shown
in Table 6 and summarised below.

The powder press samples showed the ability to embed an
inclusion and the capabilities of using sintered steel to create a
sample for this study. The powder press pellets are not
appropriate for this study due to influence of porosity on the
inclusion morphological changes during heating when the

inclusion becomes molten, and the location of the inclusion to
begin with, however could be important for studies relevant to
other processes such as powder 3D printing.

The pellets with an inclusion are suitable to replicate industrial
conditions as close as possible with an inclusion completely
surrounded by molten steel. The pellet samples were useful when
studying the reaction between the matrix and an entrained particle
giving valuable information about the morphology changes of the
inclusion as well as chemical compositions of the inclusion and
surrounding steel. The limitation is the length of time the high
temperature reaction can be evaluated for because of the limited size
of the sample being tested and flotation rate of the inclusion. Previous
work on the reaction between high aluminum steel and a silica rich
slag (Park et al., 2013; Park et al., 2014a; Park et al., 2014b) has
suggested that the kinetics follow a first-order relationship with
aluminum diffusion being the rate controlling step through mass
transfer in the metal phase (Park et al., 2013; Park et al., 2014b)

FIGURE 10 | Images from the confocal laser scanning microscope video at two different time points showing a ring appear around the inclusion.

TABLE 6 | Comparison between all the test methods showing the applications, information needed and information that was found and not found.

Test
method

Wanted information What
information was found?

What information was
not found and

why?

Useful applications of
test method

Powder
press

Morphology/compositional information
of inclusion/steel reaction when the
inclusion is entrained in the steel

Possible to embed an inclusion in
steel

Morphology/compositional information
could not be determined because
inclusion was altered by porosity in the
steel sample

Additive manufacturing of steel
samples

Pellet
samples

Morphology/compositional information
of inclusion/steel reaction when the
inclusion is entrained in the steel

Fast heating regime: changes in the
morphology of inclusion as a result
of compositional changes

Slow heating regime: Morphology/
compositional information of the
inclusion as the steel did not melt

Useful test method when studying
the reaction between the matrix
and an entrained particle

Dimple
tests

Morphology/compositional information
of inclusion/steel reaction at different
temperatures that could relate to
reactions in the continuous caster

Compositional changes at different
temperatures

Morphology of inclusion as a result of
compositional changes due to the
nature of the tests with the steel being
semi-solid or solid and not being
completely surrounded by liquid steel

Tracking inclusion composition in
final slab against continuous
casting/process variable locations
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The dimple samples allow for different temperature conditions
to be investigated to calculate a rate of reaction under different
conditions (molten steel and / or inclusion). The dimple tests also
gave kinetic data for potentially tracking inclusion composition
changes under the different conditions. The dimple tests showed
that a reaction does take place when the inclusion is liquid and the
steel is semi-solid with the silica content decreasing to 35% of its
starting composition after 20 s. The reaction was still ongoing but
difficult to capture due to the steel becoming fully molten after
20 s. It did however allow the inclusion to be investigated when in
contact with a liquid steel layer with solid steel.

When casting high aluminium steels, the effect of the mould
flux needs to be taken into consideration. The results from this
research have shown what the reaction times are and what
floatation times are and this could aid in deciding which casting
route is appropriate. The ability to employ a correlative study
across these different experimental techniques and test methods
offers the potential to innovatively understand inclusion behaviour
in a highly unpredictable and chemically unstable system.

CONCLUSION

The main objectives of this paper were to determine a suitable
experimental technique to investigate the reaction between silica in
the inclusion and aluminium in the steel. Through an innovative
application of advanced laboratory techniques, different test
methods allowed for different aspects of the reaction and
interaction between silica and aluminium to be investigated.
The powder press samples showed the ability to embed an
inclusion and the capabilities of using sintered steel to create a
sample for this study. The pellet samples were useful when studying
the reaction between the matrix and an entrained particle giving
valuable information about the physical morphologies as well as
chemical compositions. The dimple tests also gave kinetic data for
potentially tracking inclusion compositions in the final slab against

continuous casting processes and variable locations. The above
work provides a deeper understanding into the importance of
mould flux design for high aluminium steels. Silica is an important
component in mould fluxes due to its high viscosity and
crystallisation properties and if silica were to be replaced for
casting high aluminium steels, these properties still need to be
maintained without a reaction taking place between the mould
powder and the aluminium.
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